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BROADCASTING IN THE SERVICE OF THE RED CROSS

Upon Mr. Ren£ Dovaz' resignation at the end of 1963 from his
office as Director of Radio-Geneve, when he also retired as
Broadcasting Adviser to the ICRC, the International Committee
desired to express to him, in the course of an informal meeting
held in February, its profound appreciation and also to present
him with the institution's silver medal.

The International Review published an article by Mr. Dovaz on
broadcasting in the service of the ICRC J and our readers are aware
of the very great value of Mr. Dovaz' contribution to the Inter-
national Committee in the accomplishment of its humanitarian
task.

Mr. Roger Aubert, the new Director of Radio-Geneve, has
kindly agreed to succeed Mr. Dovaz as Broadcasting Adviser and
Mr. Leopold Boissier, in the name of the institution of which he is
President, expressed his appreciation. Also, in order to continue to
benefit from Mr. Dovaz' valuable counsel, the ICRC has appointed
him honorary adviser.

Mr. Dovaz' work in promoting the cause of broadcasting in the
service of the Red Cross was of fundamental importance, since it is
largely thanks to him that there are today transmitting facilities
available to the Central Tracing Agency in case of need, to enable
it to broadcast information on a wave-length specially reserved for
the Red Cross. We quote below part of his speech at the meeting in
which the ICRC was pleased also to make its first contact with
Mr. Aubert, as a preliminary to the constructive co-operation which
promises to continue between Radio-Geneve and the International
Committee :

During my twenty years as a Director of Radio-Geneve, I have for
18 years given attention to the requirements of broadcasting Red Cross
information. First there was Radio-Inter-Croix-Rouge, then the Office

1 See International Review, August 1961.
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of Humanitarian Activities, then the Broadcasting and Television
Office of the International Committee of the Red Cross, three phases
which clearly show the evolution which has taken place in your instit-
ution.

It was my wish to provide the ICRC with the broadcasting facilities
which it was lacking. To do so it was first necessary to win over to this
project the " Fondation Maison Genevoise de la Radio " which had to
prepare new premises; the Postal administration authorities to
supply equipment for production and a studio ; the Board of Directors
of our Broadcasting Corporation to acquire and provide extra record-
ing apparatus ; the General Directorate in Berne to appropriate con-
siderable funds for the benefit of the Red Cross ; and finally, the Swiss
Short-Wave Service, which is of considerable importance both for us
and for you. In addition, colleagues keen to take on a special job with
a definite aim had to be found.

In your presence I must say to Mr. Aubert that in his charge he
has—as he knows—a studio and its management earmarked for the
Red Cross in time of crisis—the Max Huber studio—and he is alone
in Europe to have this privilege : a fact which he may not know.

But is it not, more than ever, now necessary to plan for develop-
ment in communication by radio and television ? Such communication
must be handled by specialized personnel. Twenty years experience has
convinced me that programmes, settings, films, call for a technique—
and I am speaking now of " the technique of presenting the spoken
word "—a technique which is quite different from that required by the
" written word ". It is not by chance that our best collaborators are just
those for whom journalism is forbidden. As for a technical standard, I
need hardly say that this must be professional and perfected more and
more, if broadcasting from foreign stations is hoped for...

Whatever the potential of broadcasting and television, it should
be at the service of your institution, the Red Cross.
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